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"The slightest study of business conditions 
will satisfy anyone capable of forming a Judgment 
that the personal equation is the most important 
factor in a business operation: that the business 
ability of the man at the he ad of any business 
concern, big or little, is usually the factor which 
fixes the gulf between striking success or hopeless 
failure."--Roosevelt. 
III 
INTRODUCTION. 
Back of all the physical aspects of business is a tre-
mendous and unseen but decidedly effective fore~ This is 
~ 
management. It is this factor that determines largely whether 
/ 
or not the present industrial system will have the ability to 
adjust itself to modern conditions. Naturally because of this 
striking influence upon the business world, careful analysis 
must be made of all phases of business in order to affect this 
adjustment and at the same time accomplish the purpose of all 
business; namely, profits. 
There are t~ee main divisions of management (1) the es-
tablishment of major policies {2) the planning for and setting 
up of an organization to carry out these policies (3) and the 
opera tion of the enterprise throligh this organization. In-
cluded in these divisions are the following fundamentals: re-
gard for the aim of the enterprise, the establishment of def-
inite lines of supervision, the placing of fixed responsibil-
ities, regard for the personal equation, the development of 
adequate system or method of work, the establishment of ad-
equate records, the layi1~ down of proper operating rule.s and 
regulations and the exer cise of good executive control. 
The executive has two main tasks to perform--organizing 
and supervising. The former although very important does not 
take the majority of his working hours because making decisions 
and handling the exceptional cases as they arise are the main 
daily problems.--Lansburgh. 
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Plant~ 
Before proaeeding with the problems of the exeautive in 
aonduating a going aonaern, a brief a01nment on the plant, its 
loaation and arrangement will be presented. 
There are two alasses of industrial plants: those that 
have grown with the bu~iness without any prearranged plan or 
foresight, and those that have expanded along aarefully pre-
arranged plans. In the first olass will be found those plants 
whiah started in a small way and whiah have been kept in the 
same loaation with theusual disadvantage of awkward layout of 
buildings and a aonsequently impaired system of produation. 
_As business grows it becomes neaessary to move to a new loca-
tion or Tebuild along more modern and scientific lines. .If 
the latter course is decided upon, then the plant naturally 
falls into the second class mentione~ above with efficient pro-
duction, minimum handling of materials, and continuous flow of 
work. 
The following factors are listed in the Management's 
Handbook as necessary in sele.cting the location of a plant: 
"1. Proximity to the sourae of supply of the 
materials of production 
2. Proximity to the market for the product of 
the plant 
3. The supply of labor at the location considered 
• 
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4. Transportation facilities for raw material 
finished product 
5. Accessibility of the plant for workers 
6. Accessibility to a supply of fuel or 
source of power 
7. Available water supply for sanitary, process, 
and fire protection purposes 
8. Sanitary provisions 
9. Fire protection facilities 
10. Suitability of the topographic features of 
the site considered for the processes that 
have to be carried on iri the plant." 
Proximity of raw materials. 
Ordinarily the nearer the plant is to the source of its 
raw material the better unless the distance from the market 
places a heavy tax on the cost of the finished product be-
. 
cause of freight rates. The freight rate on the raw material 
and on the finished product enters strongly into the decision 
as to location. If the raw material is bulky and comparatively 
inexpensive, and ,:the finished product is compact and high-
priced, the plant will undoubtedly be loca ted near the market 
rather than near the raw material because the freight r a te on 
the raw material will be very much lower than on the finished 
product • 
Proximity of .market. 
The same factors that entered into the above section enter 
• 
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largely into this one. Tha t is, the Question must be decided 
primarily on the bas!s of the cost of transportation to the 
market. Other things being equal, it is far better to locate 
the plant a s close to the market as possible if the plant must 
be located at a long distance from its material supply. 
Labor Supply. 
As a plant has to have an adequate labor supply it is of 
utmost importance that this ·phase be given careful consideration. 
Even if all other requisites be available in unlimited quantities, 
the lack of labor supply would render these valueless. If a 
manufacturing plant is situated in an agricultural community, 
it would experience difficulty in securing help not only be-
cause of l ack of train :!ing but because of lack of mechanical 
instincts and traditions. In periods of intense activity it 
will have no reserve force upon which to draw, and in periods 
of slack business there will be no other industries of a sim-
iliar nature to absorb the surplus labor. To train the .local 
labor supply would mean low productivity for a period and con-
sequently a high cost for the training. So to attract skilled 
workers it will be necessary to offer higher wages than those 
prevailing in the sections from which they come. In general, 
an industry should locate in a district where a large propor-
tion of the available workers are skilled in .the trades re-
quires by the industry • 
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Transportation facilities. 
Bulky raw material requires location in close proximity 
to a railroad or water transportation and, if possible, with 
a railroad siding direct to the plant. Less than carload ship-
ments require a well paved road so that direct connection is not 
so important. Water transportation is · expecially desirable 
for heavy bulky articles and raw materials. Transportation 
facilities affecting the location of a plant depend upon 
the price that the industry can afford to pay for receiving its 
raw material and distributing the finished product • . If the 
cost of hauling and rehandling raw material and finished pro-
duct from and to a railroad station increases the cost of the 
manufactured product to a figure higher than that of competitors, 
the necessity of direct rail or water connection at the plant 
is indicated. 
Accessibility of plant for workers. 
The plant site should be within easy walking distance of 
the residential section of the town, · or on street car or bus 
lines furnishing adequate transportation. When the plant has 
none of these facilities the existence of a well paved road 
ovel" which the company can operate its own bus line is of ut-
most importance. 
The inconvenience of walking long distances in all kinds 
of weather, even if t he ~ages are slightly higher, will create ·a 
very serious labor problem. The type of workman who can be 
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depended upon as permanent is t he kind who experience difficulty 
in securing work elsewhere. Sometimes t here are cer t a in ad-
vantages in location which are too great to be ignored and 
the ordinary methods of transportation receive little cons ider-
ation, or special transporta tion arrangements with the rail-
road are made to run trains a t the beg inning and the end of 
the work ing period. I recall a particula r instance· of this 
kind in t~e case of a concern bot t ling mineral wa ter. 
Accessibility to power supply . 
Accessibility to a source of fuel is not a s important now 
as it formerly was. In tho s e dis tricts where electric power 
can be purchased at a fairly r eas onable figure the source of 
fuel is not so important a s in districts remove d fr om central 
sta tions. However, it i s of utmost importance tha t the f uel 
supply be uninterrupted particularly during_ the winter months 
which may mean provisions for storage during the period of 
interrupted supply. 
Available water supply. 
All plants require water in varying amounts, if not for 
manufacturing purposes, for sanitary p~rposes and fire protection. 
The three sources of supply are: "city wa-ter from an e s tab-
lished water works system, water f r om a natural source of sup-
' ply such as a river, lake , or othe r water course, and finally 
water from driven wells." There are certain standards of' purity 
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. to which the water must conform when used for drinking or 
boilers manufacturing processes. Although water may be suit-
able for sanitary use and fire protection its chemical make-
up may preclude its use for manufacturing purposes, necessitat-
ing filtering or purifying plants. Again, the supply may be 
limited requiring storage facilities. 
Sanitary Provisions. 
Certain types of industrial plants, such as chemical .plants, 
bleach and dye houses, must make provision for the disposal of 
the wast·es from these processes. Location upon some water 
.course into which these wastes can be discharged without det-
riment to the surrounding country is ideal, but if this is not 
possible, porous soils may be taken advantage of. In the lat-
ter case, however, if the ·wastes are excessive, other means 
will have . to be adopted. The sewerage system may .be used. In 
the large city, arrangements are usually made to dispose of the 
waste from toilets, lavatories, etc., to the c ity sewerage sys-
tem. 
Fire Protection. 
Fire Protection facilities are very impor tant where the 
buildings are not fire resisting or where the materials used 
are inflammable. Plants located in or near a large city depend 
more or le~s upon the public fire department, whereas, those 
plants situated at a distance from the city must organize and 
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train a factory fire department. An ample supply ·of water to 
extinguish any fire that may occur is the primary requisite 
of fire :protection. The cost of the :product may be influenced 
by the amount of the . insuranc e rates, the rates being lower on 
a plant which has adequate protection. 
Arrangement of Plant. 
The :pr?cesses of an industria l plant determine its arrange-
ment: some require all departments housed in a single struc-
ture, while others require separate buildings. No defini t ·e 
rules can be laid dovm as each case must be decided for it-
self. The first step is to decide the most economica l sequence 
of operations and then design the buildings to conform with this 
arrangement. A flow s~eet is .established to secure the relative 
location of the different departments, but building construction 
problems, long hauls of material, problems of supervision, and 
the .methods of management have to be considered, When a ~ef­
inite decision is made upon this point the next step is to fix 
the amount of machine equipment necessary in each department. 
The factors entering into this dec :i sion are: 
"1. Capacity of equ i pment 
2. Gross quantity of goods to be manufactured 
3. Length of working day 
4. Whether manufacturing is to be progressive or 
in lots or single :pdeces 
"1"8-
5. Whether the plant is to operate on one, two, or 
three shifts 
6. The rela tive propo-rtion -of idle time necessary for 
set-up of machinery etc. , to that for actual vvork. n 
Management's Handbook. 
The actual lay-out of the plant on paper templates is 
dra~n up after the type and quantity of each class of equipment 
have been decided upon. The industrial plants should be 
laid out so that material in process move s forward contin-
uously in a straight line from the point where the raw mat-
erial is received to the point where the finished product is 
shipped. The arrangement of a plant in a series of depart-
ments grouped around a central point with the material mov-
ing toward this center from all sides seems to be the ideal 
plan for a product made up of various parts. Of course, 
storage facilities must be provided and the location of these 
is governed by the chara9ter of the product and processes. 
When goods are manufactured in progressive steps, care should 
be taken to see that a sufficient quantity of goods in process 
is stored at different points of manufacture so that a shut-
dovm of any -machine will not caus e a general tie-up. 
• 
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MANAGE!tiENT 
:Management is affected by virtue of organization and 
control. All business centers around the executive and the · 
success of any enterprise depends upon him to a greater 
extent than on any other factor. An able executive may off-
set in some degree inadequate capital, poor manufacturing 
facilities, and insufficient corps of employees. Executives 
are of different kinds: chief executives, department heads, 
and minor functionaries. They may be senior or junior exec..;. 
utives but the duty of all is management. So . long as the 
undertaking is in its nature simple and local it may be 
administered successf,llly under the personal control of its 
owner. As the range of activities broadens, however, with 
the accompanying complexity specialization and diversification, 
direct control may no longer be f avorable. There must now be 
a well defined organization and the duty of every employee of 
it must be clearly defined, the authority of each man must be 
clearly outlined, and the responsibility to his superiors 
definitely designated.--White-Business !v!a.nagement and Intro-
duction to Business. 
According to Jones (The Administration of Industrial 
Enterprise) the responsibilities of management are: 
"(1) To establish sound business policies 
(2) To finance the enterprise 
(3) To control the expenditures of funds 
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(4) To develop an organization whose functi~ns are 
logics.lly assigned to competent individuals 
(5) To design, test, improve, and warr&nt a product 
which is. to be distributed in relation to de-
mand and competition 
(6) To build or secure plant and equipment and uti-
lize them economically and effectively 
(7) To secure adequate supplies of proper materials 
(9) To maintain a suitable supply of labor and su-
pervision and coordinate its effect 
(9) To organize and sustain proper relationships be-
tween owners and workers 
(10) To formulate pr~cedure based upon practical and 
economical ·methods 
(11) To manufa_cture and sell at a profit." 
PRI.NCIPL ~S OF ~vtANAG~?·f.<1NT 
The ~our principles of management outlined in Taylor's 
"Principles of Scientific :Management'' are: 
1-The development of a true science 
2-The scientific selection of workmen 
3-His scientific education and development 
4-Intimate friendly co-operation between . 
the management and the men. 
L. P. Alford writing for the "AmericHn Machinist" 
states that there are but thr ee principles: 
1-Systematic use of experience 
2-The economic control of effort 
3-The promotion of personal effectiveness. 
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ORGANIZAl'ION 
Organization relates to the arrangement of ~eparately 
functioning but mutuallydependent parts. "Organization 
is a col l ection of persons working together for a common 
end"--Alford 
Control relates to the sustained operation of these 
parts, while m&nagement combines both of these functions. 
Tingley in his book on "Management &nd Administra-
tion" divides the operating organization of an industrial 
entervrise into four parts: 
1. The engineering division which invents and de-
signs the product to be manufactured 
2. The finance division which provides the capital 
and handles the fins.ncial operations of the business 
3. The manufacturing division which manufactures 
the product 
4. The sales division which sells the product 
Overlapping of departments, as well as ov~rorganiza­
tion, must be guarded against: . a sareguard takes the 
form of an organization chart. 
TYPES OF ORG.AJHZATIO:N 
The line of mili tar·y organization is the oldest form 
of organization and is based on the military organization 
for armies. In this type of organization the lines of 
authority and instruction are of the vertical form--
. superior to subordinate. (See figure I) · 
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The functional type of organization is used to make 
the greatest use of expert knowledge and advi~. The 
work both ments.l and . manual is subdivided and apportioned 
causing the lines of authority and instruction to pass 
from each advisor to every functional for eman and. from 
each functional foreman to every workman. Naturally when 
this plan is in operation ~ifferent instructions will be 
received by the workmen from ea.ch foreman. With so many 
foremen issuing orders there is bound to be weak dis~ipline, 
difficulty in co..:..ordinating separate f unctions, and a ten-
dency to develop narrow specialists among the executives. 
(See figure II) 
The third type of organization; nDmely, "Line and 
Staff " organization combines the features of the foregoing 
types. The primary functional divisions are s~.les. en-
gineering, manufacturing and finance--the heads of these 
departments having equal authority. The lines of author-
ity and responsibility are vertiCEl l for the line e·xecuti ves 
who have the least complex duties, but pass from staff 
advisor to line executive wherever expert knowledge and 
counsel are ne '3 ded . As this type of organization combines 
the advantages of the _two pre'ceeding types so also does it 
mini!"!lize the disadvantages of those types.. (See figure III) 
In the Committee orgs.nization the advisory functions 
are exercised by committees. 
,. 
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FU!WTION OF ANALY ZING 
No problem can be attacked until it is analyzed. 
l'he analysis may not be thorough or well advised but it 
· must be made. In order to take a sound analysis t he ex-
ecutive must (1) be sure he has all the facts bearing 
upon the problem in hand (2) he must reject all irrele-
vant ~acts and (3) he must know the laws under which 
these pertinent fact~ in combihation will operate. Ac-
cordingly it will be seen ~hat the first step is that 
he obtain ade quate data upon which to base conclusions. 
The sources of data are news, statistics compiled by the 
government, by trade associations, and by statistical 
agencies. trade papers, and cost accounting. 
The da ta are assembled and rearranged in systematic 
order by the planning department. 
INITIAriON 
The next step is initiating. Much work of initiat-
ing is done by specialists whose ideas are taken over by 
the executives. Every executive must be resourceful and 
ready to ipitiate. In order to save time the scientific 
method must often give way to the incisive and intuitive 
"snap · judgment'' of the executive. On the other hand, 
snep judgments are seldom found necessary in organizations 
where the planning is properly done since emergencies are 
least com~on. 
• 
t ~ 
' 
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Initiating refers to the creation of the main scheme 
or plan and includes the shaping of the general methods 
and policies whereby it may be brought into fruition. 
Initiating and analyzing are inseparabl e. nfuny concerns 
use the suggestion syste:n whereby employees are urged to 
submit ideas for the betterment of any activities of the 
concern. A rews rd or prize is usually off ere ct . Sug-
gestion systems have f requently proved successTul but it 
is admitted that their success is often as much for the 
I 
i~provement of morale as it is on account of the value of 
the suggestions • . MOst conferences bristle with i deas 
but these are often ill-advised artd poorly thought out. 
The task for someone to perform is that of select i ng the 
best idea. This again becomes a matter of analysis which 
is aTtar all the primary function of the staff officer. 
As the conception takes . on shape, it must be clothed 
with policies iT it is to prove practical and profitable. 
To initiate po1icies whereby the end may be accomplished 
and to work out a well-ordered system requires much 
thought, study, and experiment. The make-up of the firm 
must be studied and this - is known only to those who have 
been intimately connected with it. :Many factors must be 
taken into consideration and these mus t be organized and 
coordinated. The company's general poli.cy should embrace 
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the quantity of goods. the financial and personal facili-
ties. the technical methods of production, the logical 
methods of marketing.- the fu,ture research work, etc. The 
chief executives must define the major policies. These 
they refer to the department heads who make up their poli-
cies for the future. These secondary policies cannot be 
made up independently but must be coordinated with the 
general policy and with each other. The approved method 
of doing this is for each department head to submit to 
the planning room their tentative policies for the period 
of time under consideration. The planning room thereupon 
reports as to possible conflicts or difficulties. 
The shaping of general policies calls for executive 
qualities obtainable only through wide experience. Some 
variables which each general policy must allow for are: 
the changing demands of markets; the variable strength of 
competition actual and potential; the availability of 
financial and technical resources the availability of 
la·bor; the restrictions and regula tiona of the Government. 
Besides these are: changes in the habit and attitude of 
the peqple; _the _probability of new discoveries, inven-
tions. and processes; changes in . the social· machinery t·or 
the copduct of industrial operations; and sweeping legis-
lation. Policies mustalso provide for the ups and downs 
of the business cycle.--White (Business Y~nagement and 
Introduction to Business.} 
• 
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POLICIES 
Practically the entire statement o~ policies was secured 
~rom Robinson's "Fundamentals o~ Business Organization" except 
in cases where speci~ic reference is made to some other text. 
DEFINITE AND STABLE POLICIES 
The success of the business man today largely depends upon 
his ability to study costs and prices and to maintain quality 
and service. Some set of standards which will guide the orga-
nization in its operation must be instituted. The stabilizing 
force through which these purposes are to be achieved is pro-
vided by the policies of the organization. "A policy is an 
accurately determined directive control which is based on 
definite and adequate knowledge which designates the aims of 
the business and the approximate methods to be used in the ac-
complishment." Robinson. Policies constitute the foundation 
upon which the business is built and consequently the selection 
and formulation of policies places definite limits upon the 
subsequent range of operation of the business. The formation 
of any policy constitutes what might be called an implied con-
tract on the part of the business to use only such means as may 
be in accord with this policy, as long as the conditions which 
brought the policy into existence remain approximately the same. 
Thus policies limit the field of operation, and outline the 
course which preliminary survey has been found to be the best 
for the business to pursue. 
Policies must not be understood as rules of action although 
they are definite and comprehensive, and establish narrow limits. 
They should serve instead as the outlines of a course of action 
• 
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and of the methods of procedure that must be carefully 
followed. Policies can not be so detailed as to offer a 
solution for every perplexing situation which appears. Too 
many details incorporated in the policies, as to the methods 
and means to be used in running the business will make them 
inelastic and not easily adjustable to changing conditions. 
They should not however, be so general as to offer mainly a 
hazy idea of what is thought to be the purpose of the business 
or an inadequate conception of the methods eo be used. The 
policies are fact-founded directives and controls, and should 
furnish not only a definite goal for the business but also a 
definite plan for reaching that goal. 
TYPES OF POLICY 
The policies of a business fall into three main classes: 
general, major, and departmental, which although distinct are 
closely related to one another. The first type of policy of 
a business, the general policy, includes a def j_ nite state-
ment of the ideal and of the principles which guide the 
management in the condition of the business together with a 
specific expression of the purpose of the business; that is, 
all the business is doing and what it plans to do in the 
future • 
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IDEAL 
At the bottom of every successful business is an ideal 
that provided the force for its establishment and that has 
kept it growing ever since. At least its progress has been 
guided by the ideal, even though complete realization of 
the main has not been attained. The ideal must be sub-
stantial enough to support the structure which is to be 
built upon it, and at t he same time conform to present 
economic and social conditions. 
MAJOR POLICIES 
Major policies should conform to the general policy 
and if they are formulated for the purpose of directing 
the business it is essential that they should compose a 
group supplementary to and in conformity with the others, 
but each absolute in its own specialized field of direction 
and control. Major policies are divided into internal and 
. external policies. The internal are concerned largely with 
the production of commodities and relate to such matters as 
finance, extensions, organization, production, purchasing, 
personnel, etc., while the external policies relate to dlst~i­
butive elements such as sales, prices, advertising, credit 
and collection. 
Among the most outstanding of the internal major 
policies are those regarding finance and extensions. The 
~ success of a business is largely dependent upon its preserv-
ing a properly balanced financial structure. This balance 
can be maintained only when the resources of the company 
are properly analyzed and the operating methods are made to 
conform to them. The financial policy necessarily governs 
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such elements as the means to be used in obtaining perman-
ent and temporary capital, the methods to be followed in 
financing, credit, and sales, the general balance to be 
kept by the working capital and fixed capital, the ratio to 
be preserved by the current assets and current liabilities, 
the reserve to be maintained, the distributions to be made 
of earnings and sources of capital from which extensions 
are to be provided etc. 
The important element in the financial policy as 
in the other policies is that it must employ definite 
methods which fit the needs of the business, taking into 
consideration the conditions under which the latter is op-
erating. 
Since the manager must exercise his functions 
through an organization, there arises the need for a 
policy to regulate the development of the organization. 
Some of the matters to be considered are the form and type 
of organization to be used, the degree to which it is to 
be funetionalized, the delegation of authority and respon-
sibility, and major facilitation and controlling factors 
to be employed. The organization policy acts as a frame-
work about whieh the departmental policies should be built. 
Under the general head of production come those 
• policies which relate to design, material, equipment : .and 
methods of regularity of operation. 
• 
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PURCHASING 
"The purchasing policy of a concern will obviously 
be governed to a great extend by the requirements of the 
production department and by the financial policy of the 
business. It governs such items as sources to be used or 
developed, inventories to be maintained, long or short time 
contracts, speculative or conservative buying, etc. The 
majority of concerns wish to purchase from the market that 
they oan develop to their greatest advantage, using those 
methods best suited to the requirements of their financial 
and production policies. 
PERSONNEL 
''Since the human element and its control is one of 
the most vital factors in business, the personnel policy 
requires careful consideration. This policy must be 
based on adequacy and expediency. It includes the at-
titude of the company toward employee s, unions, collective 
bargaining, scientific personnel management, welfare work, 
scientific wage systems, profit sharing, employee housing, 
executive promotion, types of labor to be hired, the general 
scale of wages to be paid, and many similar matters concern-
ing personnel. Most successful business men feel that loyalty 
within the organization is of supreme i mportance and that it 
is attained only by sustained and guided effort • 
SALES 
"Fully as important as the internal policies of the 
business are the e xternal policies which relate to distri-
bution. Primarily among these is a statement of the sales 
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policy. It includes the markets to be developed, the 
classes of people to which the appeal is to be made, the 
channels through which the busines~ will market the goods, 
whether through brokers, jobbers, branches, local agents, 
exclusive territorial agents or retailers etc., trade agree-
ments, contracts, the attitude of the business toward dis-
tributors and competitors and similar items. 
The service that the company intends to render is also 
an important part of the sales policy and involves the at-
titude that the firm is to take toward its customers rang-
ing from personal contact with buyers in the professional 
and retail lines to quality of product and delivery of 
orders in the manufacturing concerns. The sales policy is 
often the result of a compromise between the best methods 
which the concern could use, if its resources were not 
limited, and the methods that the actual resources available . 
at the time of the policy's formation make possible. 
PRICE 
"Although the quality of the article offered and the 
service extended are the main features governing saleability, 
price is e xtremely influential. Price policy covers such 
elements as makeups, variation in quotations to different 
purchasers, resale price, price guarantees, price changes in 
a rising or falling market, discounts, rebates, special sales, 
• etc. Although price is lai•ge;by.'.gontrolled' :by external features 
beyond the power of the business man to regulate, it is never-
theless important to formulate a policy as to procedure in 
price fixing. 
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ADVERTISING 
"The advertising policy of any business is determined by 
the character and amount of the product, the market to which 
it appeals, and the amount of money available for publicity. 
It is closely bound up with the sales policy and largely sub-
sidiary to that policy. The main items ordinarily taken into 
consideration are: the annual appropriation and its time dis-
tribution; the media to be employed; the type and character of 
the copy; the distribution of advertising as to locality; 
whether it will be local, national or inter-national in extent: 
whether the concern will do its own advertising or turn it over 
to an agency; etc. 
CREDIT 
"The credit policy largely depends upon the financial 
policies and the methods of distribution. A concern must 
decide whether the credit policy is to be liberal or con-
servative not only with respect to the time allowed for pay-
ment but also with regard to the amount of c r edit to be 
granted. Since the c r edit department should be under the 
financial department this policy in many cases is governed 
by the financial department policy. The same holds true for 
the collection policy. Nevertheless as both affect the public 
and are !~mediately influential in getting and redeeming 
business it is ordinarily wise to formulate in a definite way 
~ the methods to be used in extending credit and makine col-
lections. 
DEPARTMENTAL POLICIES 
Departmental policies desi gnate the way in which the or-
ganization is to segregate and combine its functions and the 
.. 
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methods and systems it is to use in the exercise of these 
functions. Though the major policies may be comprehensive 
and specific, they alone are not sufficient to direct and 
control the intricate functions in the operation of the various 
correlated departments within the organization. Although the 
departmental policies pertain each to : ~one department only they 
must necessarily be in harmony with the genera l and major 
polic'ies since they develop the latter in greater detail. 
They give more specific expression to that major policy which 
ps~ticularly refers to their functions and which in its gen-
ero.l · ~pplication would not be sufficiently detailed to each 
dep a.r':.r.:uental work effectively. In other words, each depart-
ment definitely decides on the best methods and means to use 
in discharging numerous duties it has to perform. These are 
made standard for the whole department and embodied in the 
departmental policies. 
While the major policy relating to personnel for example 
might include a clause s t ating that the company holds itself 
responsible for the welfare of its employees, the policie s of 
the personnel department would define the exact methods to be 
used in meeting this responsibility. 
Policies must be definite because indefinite and uncertain 
policies are of' no value: in fact, they may do c.onsiderable 
damage. \~en the policies are definitely expr essed not only 
the executives but also the entire personnel organ:J. zation have 
something tangible with which to work. Definite policies are 
also i mpor tant business factors in creat ing and maintaining 
pub lic confidence, reputation and control. "Reputation is a 
·•· 
• 
product of consistency, and consistency is a product of well 
defined condition of action."--Robinson. 
Besides being definite the policies should be stable 
to ma i ntain confidence, trust, and operating value. The 
fundamental general policy should not be changed so long 
as the firm remains in the same ·business, while the major 
policies should be altered only when a thorough investi-
gation shows that the proposed change is absolutely 
necessary. A policy should have some flexibility because 
a policy that does not permit of minor changes restricts 
the operations of the firm and sets too narrow limits. 
DE~ARTMENTAL uO-uRD~NATION 
When it is considered that every division of the 
·business . tends to operate largely as an .1ndependent uni t 
unless properly controlled, the need of a complete set 
of co-ordinating policies becomes very evi dent. "The pro-
duction manager's desire for low costs even at the expense 
of quality and service, the sales manager's 1melination 
to obtain sales regardless of the plant's ability to pro-
duce the supply, the financial manager's distaste for ex-
penditures even at the expense of future savings, the credit 
manager's temptation to refuse orders at the cost of sales, 
the advertising manager's propensity to create demand irre-
spective of the sales channels in use, the purchasing agent's 
tendency to purchase in quantity regardless of the financial 
condition--all these forces must be curbed and brought into 
a co-ordinate whole. 11 Robinson • 
• 
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This result is secured by a system of sound pol1cies 
which insures that the same ideas, methods, and spirit per-
vade every section harmonizing t hought and action of all 
departments, executive and employee and without which much 
of the personnel efficiency in the organization is lost 
through work being performed at cross purposes. 
FACTOR~ REFERRlNG To ~OL!CY FoRMATION 
The biggest problem of the business man is properly 
selec ··.ing those types of policies which are sui ted to his 
own concern. The most dominant of these factors in the 
selection of a policy is the source of control imposed by 
the present organization of society. ~usiness associates, 
the general public, government laws, corporation laws , laws 
regulating production, commerce, trade, and competition set 
limitations upon policy formation which the executive must 
take into consideration. 
The major policies should be formulated by the ~oard 
of uirectors, the rresident, the ueneral Manager, and the 
chief executives. ln this conference the heads of the 
various departments have an opportunity to present the 
effect of the policies upon their departments so that when 
the final decision is made a set of sound co-ordinated 
policies each supplementary to the others and absolutely 
in its special field can be instituted. Of course, if 
changing conditions arise, there may be necessity for 
revision or amplification which is best secured by periodic 
investigators and those particularly concerned. At some 
of these meetings investigation has proved that unsatisfac-
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tory results arose from the methods and means of carrying 
out the policies rather than from the policies themselves; 
therefore, it is imperative that policies be enforced along 
lines laid down. Although the executive dictates the pol-
icies, it is the worker who carries them out; hence it is 
the problem of the executive to inculcate in every member 
the spirit and letter of the policies which the company has 
bound itself to follow. 
Care should be taken to guard against over-ca~trali­
zation and the other extreme, over-specialization. In the 
first instance, the various department heads report to the 
general manager without regard to the importance or character 
of the work; while, in the second instance, each department 
is run by a specialist who is responsible to the general 
manager for the results. Both of these situations are not 
conducive to good results and the least tendency toward either 
should be eliminated. In the second case stated above, there 
is no co-ordination between the departments because each fore-
man is primarily and solely interested in his own department 
to the exclusion of the other departments. The same effect 
may be brought about by over-emphasis of certain departments 
causing jealousy and sometimes deliberate attempts to hinder 
the smooth flow of operations. One division of the business 
~- can not be held as superior or inferior to another; rather 
that each part is essential and of equal importance to the 
end in view; namely, profits. 
• 
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JOB ANALYSIS AND SPECIFICATIONS 
Personal eharaateristies and fitness for the work are 
not the only determinants of effieient output: a detailed 
knowledge of the eontent of the job is a s essentia l a s know-
ledge concarning the person himself. It is impossible to fit 
a man to a job without first knowing in detail just what the 
job includes. Job analysis is a "method of scientifically 
disseeting a job in order to determine the component ele-
~ ments and t heir influence upon the length of learning period 
of the worker, production and l abor ternover."--Taylor. 
There are three phases to this study: the component elements 
of the job itself; the component elements of the modifying 
factors and o.ondit i ons surrounding the jolJ; and the qualifica-
tions which the job demands in the individual. In order to 
secure the desired information the analyist must be tactful 
and diplomatic otherwise he may antagonize the employees and 
the executives. 
The complete information secured should be used as the 
base for the formulation of job specifications. "These spec-
ifications are in written form and should include such items 
as the name of the job, the department, and the foremen; t he 
rates and hours, with the opportunity for promotion; the 
descript i on and requirements of the work {that is, the process, 
~' together with the equipment and mater ials used); the general 
working eonditions, including place, posture hazards, etc., and 
:§be personal requirements of the job {that is, physi.eal, mental, 
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educational, and social requirements, age and nationality 
preferred, necessary training and any other special require-
ments pertinent to the job in question)." Robinson 
After the specifications have ~een definitely estab-
lished there remains the problem of having a personnel manager 
who is clearly versed in the ~equirements and who is particu-
lar in placing right men in th~ right place. 
White's Business Management and Introduction to Business 
Robinson's Fundamentals of Business Organization 
• 
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PLANNING. 
Having been advised of the general scheme to be 
put in force together with t·he policies which must be 
maintained, the officer in charge of planning ·thereupon 
makes forecasts, sets standards, and outlines procedure. 
Forecasts can be made only through the exercise of 
Judgtment and skill. 
The theory of prediction is ba~ed upon the axiom that 
under a set of conditions approximating a previous set of 
conditions, approximately similar results will occur. The 
forecast must take into cons ideration not only those factors 
within the company's control but also those beyond its con-
trol. Those beyond its control, like those which are un-
known, are ordinarily the hardest to predict. Time is a 
factor in every predict~on. The more immediate efforts are 
easier to predict than those which are remote. The distant 
event may be modified by factors which assume greater pro-
portions than was anticipated. There are other factors 
which enter the equation such as the supply of information 
available, the will power of the individuals involved, etc. 
Predictions are worked out with the help of statistical 
methods, of mathematics, of logic, and of the particular 
laws governing the phenomenon in question • 
White--Business Management and Intro-
duction to Business. 
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outlines become more distinct, revisions of it will have 
to be made. Within the function of planning falls also 
the setting of standards other than those already alluded 
to--almost the entir.e routine of the plant can be stand-
ardized. One advantage of standardization is that it 
permits the introduction of the so-called "exception 
principle" whereby everything is supposed to operate au-
tomatically until some emergency or exception arises which 
requires attention. If the system is carefully worked out 
the executive d~e s not have to bother with its operat ion 
at all as long as no unforseen event occurs. It is some-
times said that the well organized department is one in 
which the department head's presence is not necessary to 
its proper operat ion. Standards must be frequently re-
vised: the result being that instructions in standards 
and their use are constantly being issued. Such memoranda 
I 
are embodied in orde r s known as standard practice. Stand-
ard practice relat es to the procedure of every sort and us-
ually emanates from or passes through the planning room in 
order that the details of consistency and coordination may 
be maintained. 
~ 
The treasurer forecasts conditions as they surround 
his customers, then estimates the . amount 0f money he can 
collect from them and plans what use he will make of these 
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funds. 
PROMOTING THE PIJU~. 
' Promoting is prope.rly one of the functions of 
organization. It might seem at first sight that once 
the work of analyzing, of initiating, and of planning 
has been completed nothing remains except for the of-
ficers of the line to put the resulting plan into ef-
fect. This is far from the case. After the plan is 
evolved it must be sold to the organization; that is, 
it must meet with the approv~l of all concerned. 
White--Business Management and 
Introduction te Business. 
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STANDARDIZATION 
"A standard is a carefully thought out method of 
performing a task or carefull/ drawn specifications covering 
some phase of the business."--Lansburgh. 
A~though standardization does not imply perfection, 
the constant application tends t owards :perfection. Standards 
compel :adherenee to methods and preclude changes not in the 
direction of improvement. Should a change in standards be nec-
essary, the proposed change must be analyzed preferably by 
persons thoroughly competent to frame standards. 
The setting of standards involves careful investigation 
into the phases of' business, aiding the routine operation 
and reducing costs of operation. 
Standards do not apply to methods only; they apply 
equally to men, to materials, to machines, and equipment. 
The establishment of a certain method as the standard way of 
performing a function in no way precludes improvement in 
that method for in the establishment and maintainence of 
standards there is a constant search for a better way. A 
standard represents t he best practice pos s ible under the existing 
circumstances and requires an adherence to the I}rinciples 
outlined. 
Standard practices of operation specify the metho,d to 
be followed by the worke~and the material and equipment he 
is to use. With these written instructions the workman is 
now in a position to permit the executive to enforce the 
• 
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standard praatiaes, instruct the opera tors in their use, and 
supervise the execution. 
SUPERVISION 
Tlie value of supervision cannot be emphasized too much. 
Without an unceasing and constant supervision all the standard 
practices would undoubtedly deteriorate into individual efforts 
with the resulting loss of time, quantity and quality of work. 
Although a workman may have all the necessary information 
available, if he is not cheeked up he will become careless, 
soon disregarding the minor details and later possible the 
major details. It follows that intermittent supervision may 
lead to intermittent production. In addition to the increased 
production, s~pervision aids in the proper placement of per-
sonnel. Lack of e f ficiency and the reason fo.r it should be de- ·. 
teeted by supervision. 
Robinson--Fundamentals of Business 
Organization 
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CONTROL 
"Control is that fundamental of organization which 
comprises the means of providing the manager and the executives 
of an organization with continuous, prompt, and accurate · 
information concerning the efficiency of operation, what 
the business is doing, what it has done in .the past, and 
what it can be expected to do in' the ruture." · Robinson. 
Control embraces the collecti0n of details of operation, 
their segregation, and classification into suitable form so 
that the defects and weaknesses caused by departure from 
:proper conditions are quickly revealed~ The three elements 
involved i n control are: the forecasting of results; the 
recording of results; and the placement of responsibility 
for results. 
The forecasting of results is based on an analytical 
study of records of past performances; therefore, records 
of actual performance must be kep t both for present and 
future uses. These records should be i n comprehensive and 
concise form so that the business as a whole may be visual-
ized without too mu~h detail. To insure an adherence te 
the standards of performance outlined, responsibility must 
be delegated to heads of departments. Standards of performance, 
standard costs, records and div ision of responsibility will 
· vary with the different businesses, but a p ~rfectly organized 
unit requires control if it is properly· maintained. 
In some enterprises there is a ~ oor balance because 
/ 
·-
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the marketing facilities have been developed to the 
detriment of :production and financial :!aai:lities. There 
may be a lack of correlation between the :personnel and ·the 
production departments or between the purchasing and the 
production departments. In the latter case the production 
manager aims at keeping his output constant while the 
purchasing agent often buys spasmodically for the purposes 
of quantity discounts and to take advantage of price 
fluctuations due to seasonable or -cyclical causes. The 
executive should use some graphic method of deteTinining 
co-ordination between these departments. Some of the evils 
which may be overcome by proper co-ordination are: over ... 
lapping of adjacent departments, also failure of adjacent 
departments to cover adequately the ground between them; 
failure to keep i nventories balance; undue costs arising 
out of interruptions i n manufacture, as when caused by 
lack of correlation between purchasing and production 
departments; f ailure to correlate internal with external 
conditions. 
The executive's job is to obe~ orders as well as to 
issue them--that is, it is }_1is duty to carry out the program 
laid down for him by the organizer. In the financial de-
partment the standards planned for must be kept before the 
force as a definite goal. It is no use having a budget if 
there is no attempt to live wit~in it. Naturally it should 
. 
be flexible. 
The standards that have been set serve not only as 
v 
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goals of accomplishment but also as methods of measurement. 
Measurement invariably implies three things: an accepted 
standard, the characteristics of wh ich we wish to approach; 
an.d accepted _unit i n which these characteristics of the 
standard may be expressed; and instruments or devices where-
by comparison with the accepted standard may be made. It 
is only by successi on of measurement s , each suggested and 
·gui ded by a prior observation or determination, that a true 
knowledge of conditions may be arr- ived at. _ 
Robinson--Fundamentals of Business Organ ization. 
Waite--Business Management and Introduction to 
Business. 
• 
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PRODUCTION CONTROL 
There are two clas~es of production control: one 
consisti rtg of accurately p lanning in advance every . 
opera tion and ea ch movement necessa ry to the manufacture 
of the final product; a nd the other the frequent check-
ing of the material a s it passes through the different 
stag es of manufa cture indica ting items of op erations tha t 
are f 8. lling b ehind. The latter meth od is common in 
industry but it requir e s grea ter effort and expense than 
the former to a ccomplish the same result. 
"Preplanning involves accurate knowledg e of: 
1. The kind and quantity of material required 
for the product 
•2. Time required to ob tain raw ma terial 
3. Methods of p erforming opera tions required in 
manufacture 
4. Productive ca pacity of equipment 
5. Time required for each oper ation on product 
6. Limits of quality necessary in manufacturing . 
The fcillowing major factors enter into production control : 
1. Analysis of the produc t 
2~ Control of material 
3. Definite routing for every item of product 
4. Scheduling of the work through the f~ctory 
• 
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5. Dispatching the work to the various operations 
6. Timekeeping 
7. Inspection 
B. Cost analysis. 
Minor factors affecting in greater or less degree the 
major factors: · 
a. Arrangement of productive equipment in the factory 
b. Standardization of equipment 
c. Standardization of opera tions 
d. Provision of special tools and fixtures." 
--Management's Handbook 
Manufacturing may be divided into t wo classes: 
Manufacturing for stock a nd manufacturing on customer's 
orders to definite specifica tion or designs. In the 
first case, production control will be more eas ily 
accomplished than in the second, and in a factory where 
there is 2. combination of the t wo classes, the work b ecomes 
more complica ted and detailed. In manufacturing to order, 
pre-planning can not be undertaken in advance of the 
receipt of order except in some ca ses regarding raw material. 
Plants which operate only upon . receipt of defi~ite orders 
a r e in a more or -less limited field as regards production. 
The necessary commodities will be purchased and k ept on 
hand in quantities large enough to fill its available re-
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quirements over a certain period of tinie. The estab-
~ lishment of a manufacturing program then consists in 
first ascertaining whether or not there is sufficient 
raw material available to make the parts called for by 
the order, the determination of the opera tions necessary, 
the sequence in which they shall be performed, and the 
times at which they must be sta rted in order to meet the 
delivery da te specified by the customer. Material con-
trol records are used to indicate at all times the material 
on hand in the storeroom, the amoun~ of material that has 
been apportioned or set aside for manufacturing purposes, 
and the amount that is a vailable for future manufacturing 
orders. These ~ecords should check at all times with the 
physical quantities on hand, and with the purchase orders 
that are out-standing a nd unfil.led. Besides these, a form 
called the Stores Ledger is used showing quant·i ties of 
material ordered, on hand, apportioned, and available. 
Identifica tion tags~ bin tags, and store credit slips are 
also extensively used. 
For the purpose of intelligent pre-planning, machine 
analysis is a vital factor in ·the principles of produc-
tion as the capacity of each machine must be known. In 
pre-planning .the time element is also a vital factor, 
• 
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because it is so closely connected with machine ca pacity 
that unless the latter is accurately known, the time re-
quired for operation on product cannot be fixed. "Machine 
analysis depends upon the chara cter of the machine, the 
character of the work it is required to do, and the nature 
of the material upon which it works."--Babcock. 
To schedule work tl;J.rough . the factory exact know-
ledge of machine capacity available is necessary. Each 
job routed to a machine decreases its capacity for addi-
tional work during a given period, and it is essential 
to know whether the time left a vailable is sufficient to 
t ake C<3,re of additional work. When the total time of all 
the op erations assigned to a machine or group of machines 
over a g i ven period exceeds the number of machine hours 
in that period, the machine or group is overburdened. 
Overburden ce.n be corrected by a change of operations which 
will route the work to different equipment, by operating 
the equipment for a longer period each day, or b y the 
purcha se of additional equipment. 
Production may be s t opped by reason of machine 
failure, tool failure, lack of man power, or lack of 
material. If any of these cau s es occur.rto interfere with 
production, notice should be. forwarded to the person who 
• 
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is responsible for or in position to correct thB error. 
Maintenanqe and repair is an important function of 
production control. The object of maintenance is to 
keep the productive equipment in "):;he highest possible 
state of productive efficiency, and to anticipate equip-
ment failures .and take the steps necessary to prevent them 
in order that there shall be no delay in the production 
of work. Repair, on the other hand, is the restoring 
to service of productive equipment which has f a iled or 
become out of adjustment for any cause wha tever • 
• 
• 
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CONTROL OF INVENTORI"ES. 
·To carry out the provisions of a budget system there 
must be a control of inventories for there is a possibi-
lity of large losses through wastage, obsolescence, or 
poor purchasing. rhe production or financial program may 
be seriously crippled if material be not accurately and 
intelligently controlled. Good inventory control will pre-
vent untimely purchase of materials, or the ordering of ex-
cessive quantities. Damage, deterioration, and poor stor-
age are usually tha results of over-stocking. To hold fac-
tory production up to schedule and prevent idle machines a 
sufficient supply of proper material must be on hand at the 
time it is needed. A careful checking of material issued 
from the storeroom is very important so that any excess mat-
erial may be sent back to the storeroom and not be placed 
in a position for workmen to use indiscriminately and waste-
fu+ly. ''Good inventory control implies: · ( 1) the fixing 
of minimum quantities or ordering points and of maximUm quan-
tities or amounts to order on all articles; (2) arranging 
a method . r·or allocation of ma-terial to orders in process; 
(3) creation of stores accounts wnich will on thes·e bases 
control the storeroom and not oe controlled oy it."--Lansburgh. 
l~e balance of stores sheet _controls stores and provides the 
necessary method ror the alloca,;ion of material to orders in 
process o_r comtempla ted. ·(See balance of stores sheet model 
on ·next page • ) 
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Quality. 
11 G.uality is the characteristic ideal of the master craftsman.n 
--Jones. 
The conditions for attaining a high standard of quality 
are listed as follows in the "Administration of Industrial 
Enterprises" by Jones: 
1.-Good equipment maintained in -reliable condition 
2. -Standarcliza tion upon the best process 
3.-1~terials of proper quality kept uniform by 
careful purchasing and inspecting. 
4.-Working conditions conducive to a proper spirit 
5.-Adequate training of the operative forces 
6.-Prompt records sufficiently individualized and 
sufficiently followed-up with remedial measures 
to cr at~ a olea~ sense of responsibility 
?.;..The quality of .workmanship made a f actor in 
wage payment and promotion ~ 
B.-Quality ideals made widely known through the 
plant and made interesting by competitive 
scores and otherwise 
9.-Team ~ork throughout the plant 
. ~ .. 
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Control of Quality. 
"Control of quality in manufacturing is that function 
which insures that product is held to definite and uniform 
quality standards within specified limits, preferably .at 
all stages of manufacture--G. s. Radford." Quality is 
variable: the quality of factory product varies from piece 
to piece. A theoretical standard is set as a guide and a 
manufacturer who has an idea of the perfection to be attain-
ed is better able to guide future progress. One desirable 
advantage of paying special attention to quality is that 
this method constantly reveals chance for improvement of 
quality \V ithout increasing costs. The selection of raw 
material is a matter of utmost importance in which the gov-
erning considerations are uniformity, ability to meet service 
re quirements, and ease of working. In the selection nallow-
ances", and "limits" are prevailing factors. 
It is one thing to set up standards but to realize these 
standards is another matter requiring ceaseless inspection. 
The parts or pieces of work that are passed by the inspector 
may be designated as "good parts" or "good work", while the 
rest may be designated as the nbad work". This "bad workn may 
be divided into spoiled parts, refected parts, or second 
grade product. Inspection means inspection conducted as a 
function of the factory organization, not as exercised by 
some outside organization . employed by the purchaser. Inspec-
•• 
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tion is the instrument for qua lity measurement, and is a 
po1~rer:fu.l faator in quality control. It is possible to secure 
quality of a aertain kind and degree without inspeation, but 
in the faatories whiah stand as leaders in their respeative 
. 
lines there. is always a well organized inspeation serviae. 
Although the influenae . of inspeation reaahes into every 
department and touahes all the detailed faatory operations 
it often leads to the mistaken idea that the responsibility 
for qua lity rests with the inspeation department. This mis-
taken viewpoint aan easily be proved untenable when one 
remembers that the inspeator does not make the goods, but 
. passes upon their fitness. The responsibility belongs to the 
manufaaturing departments through whiah the goods passed. 
In some factories the inspectors are vested with the power 
to stop maahines if the product of the machines are not meet-
ing the quality re quirements. Inspection may take the form 
of floor inspection in which the inspeator patrols a given 
section scanning the work at the maahines or in whiah he takes 
a careful and minute sarutiny of the work, or it may aons ist 
of centralized inspeation. The latter is the better because 
it permits the use of a less degree of experience and skill, 
it lessens the work of the individual inspeator, makes possible 
the division of labor, decreases likelihood of interferenae, 
controls quality ~o definite standards, and obtains a better 
aontrol of the flow of work. Centrali?.ed inspeation is not 
justified in plants where the parts are aumbersome, bulky, 
• 
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and relatively few in number. Central inspection does not 
imply one inspection room only: on the contrary, the more 
efficient arrangement is to place the inspection cribs at 
the locations where they g ive maximum service with the least 
interference; namel~ parallel with the floW of work • 
. .... 
.. 
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MORALE. 
The larger the enterprise the more difficult is the 
problem of creating among its members a condition of good 
morale with devotion to the common undertaking. 
The elements of morale are: appraisal of leader, ap-
praisal of fellow workers, the appraisal of aims. 
Morale controls the leader in his leadership fo~ it 
gives him either a better or a worse instrument. All lead-
ers do chiefly what they can rather than what they wish. 
They dare not ask more than their men will do. "If an or-
ganization be low in its morale, the leader finds that his 
struggles with apathy, trait, carelessness, forgetfullness, 
quarrel"ing, recrimination, absenteeism, and convert oppo-
sition wear him down and leave little strength for the 
larger aspects o."f his work. If a leader has built up an 
organization to a high morale, if he has a picked lot in 
fit condition, high in spirit, proud of their record, and 
fast in execution, if he knows that they will vigorously 
carry out his ideas and p.ut the best interpretation upon 
dubious circumstances, then a. world of possibilities opens 
hefore him and plain circumstances become practical expedients 
which otherwise would be ·mere dreams."--.Tones • 
.. 
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The moral-building organization utilizes the skill, 
initiative, judgment, and tr~ining of its members and en-
courages them to assume greater responsibilities. 
According to Lansburgh,morale destroyers are: too 
fine divisio~s of authority; too many supervisors; im-
proper selection of personnel; overreliance on organization 
aharts; and too few real executives • 
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Leadershil! · · 
There are presumably as many -different kinds of leadership as 
there are persons in executive positions. ~~ile some leaders are 
working with large units ruled by system. others are worlcing with 
small units animated by personal loyalty. While some leaders give 
wide freedom to subordinates, others limit the authority within 
narrow confines. 
If an executive has possessed large capacity for handling 
detail~ he must be careful to gauge the amount of work he can do as 
he grows older or the business increases in size. The executive· 
who fills his mind with details which ought to be attended to by 
his subordinates is robbing himself either of the time to take care 
of his own ~roper work. or else he is working overtime. Continuous 
overtime will wear a man down so that he is only fit to handle 
details and can not be relied upon to make important decisions. 
It takes much preliminary planning and skillful supervision to keep 
a force of subordinates working efficiently and steadily and if it 
is the business of the executive to keep the subordinate busy, then 
the over-occupied executive creates the under-occupied subordinate. 
The advantages of proper subordination of details are enjoyed by 
both superior and subordinates. The subordinate gains because he 
comes closer .to his chief and is a true understudy ready for pro-
motion: the superior gains also because his mind is freed from the 
anxiety of details and has sufficient strength to holdfirmly to 
the decisions on important matters of policy. Any work which 
prevents an officer from performing the highest class of functions 
assigned to him in the best manner is detailed work and if volun-
tarily taken up is unjustifiable detail. The lack of unjustifiably 
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detailed work gives more time to the principal functions and serves 
encouragement upon the subordinates work. 
Efficiency do·es not mean necessarily to do a great deal and do 
it well. It is clear that the executive should deputize to sub-
ordinates all that they can do better than he or work that they can 
not do so well but which must be deputized to allow for functions 
which only the executive can do at all. 'fuen the demands of other 
work are considered and economy in the expenditure of executive talent 
must be achieved, the function should be in the hands of the least 
talented person who can do it adequately. There has been a rapid 
evolution of agencies ~f supervision, accounting systems, inspection 
systems, form for reporting, office recording methods, etc., through 
which the modern executive can now review almost every move his 
subordinates make. 
There are two tests of leadership: the possession of power to 
make a clear decision; and the power to maintain this decision and to 
force an organization to follow a consistent line of action. The 
aids to decision embrace a firm grasp upbn the principles of organi-
zation and administration especially those applying to human nature, 
a simple program, and the acquisition of confidence.--Jones. 
In the process of organizing, ideas and things come first and 
contact with men comes after • In controlling a business unit the 
hQ~an element is the executive's first and foremost consideration. 
Control implies leadership and involves also subordinization. It is 
through socialization, subordination, and the development o~ loyalty 
that leadership is mad.e possible. , He who controls must remember 
that collective action of a group depends upon its homogeneity--
if all the individuals are similar in type they will react similarly 
to a given stimulus. That control must be psychological, not mechanicaL 
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Loyalty can be -attained only i f it is reciprocal. 1he leader who 
re quires loyalty of his subordinates mu;st first show his loyalty 
toward · them. The most difficult task of the executive is directing 
the activities o:r others. He must delegate work to .sui tabl e sub- · 
execut'ives, he must supervise their efforts, and must obtain satis-
factory performance from them. Subordinates must be chosen with a view 
to their oeing able to shoulder a part of the task and being able to 
pass to still others a share of the executive duties involved. As 
well as the responsibility, the subordinate must have authority. Dele-
gation of responsibility to a subordinate does not r~lieve the superior. 
All r esponsibility must be centralized for it is upon this feature that 
the unity of the organization depends. If properly organized, each 
department and each group of mep has a clean-cut perfectly definite 
task and subordinates should be held to their proper fu_!lctions • . Too 
much centralization is dangerous and the cause of a good deal of 
''red tape." Because the men are not presumablu perfect executives 
themselves supervision is required. Since the executive is responsible 
for everything that goes ·on he must keep himself informed of .every 
activity. It is not sufficient t o keep in touch only with the men 
immediately below him but he should keep in touch with those farther 
down the scale. 
Some of the most successful execut i ves are not those who are 
remarkable for their initiative and resourceful, or for their or-
ganizatfng ability, or for their powers of co~~and and control, but 
those who are able to manage their departments effectively because 
they see and attain the objective of co-ordinating the multifarious 
~ctivities going on about them. Lack of co-ordinatiori presupposes 
a lack of planning; but in practice planning can seldom be brought 
• 
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to the pitch where all parts f unction harmoniously. In making plans 
aare must always be taken that major and minor plans are properly 
correlated. 
Lac k of co-ordination may be due to under-developed methods of 
control, or to over-developed systems, or to the failure or pers~nnel 
to grasp the essence of managements. Whatever the cause, lack of 
co-ordination should be reported back to the planning department. 
Jones--Administra tion of Industrial Enterprises 
White--Business Management ana_ Introduction to 
Business . 
• .t"RJ.NCJ.~LEi:> A.ND ~RAUTICl!.: 
The executive may have all the equipment for production, 
all the facilities for performance, and all necessary tech-
nology at his finger tips, yet fail. 
"The commercial world 1s thronged with individuals who, 
though possessing a remarkable store of knowledge regarding 
their particular fields, are .so deficient in everyday fund-
amentals that they will never rise above the level of med-
iocrity. They remain merely average men, forever at the 
beck and call of others, who may not be versed in technique 
nor specialists in any line, but who guide and thrive through 
the application of the simplest principles. 
The engineering expert who consistently fails to acknow-
ledge merit 1n his associates, the advertislng genius who 
can never quite complete the task assigned him, the brilliant 
student of finance who cannot save a penny--these men fail 
for lack of principle. .t"rinciples without practice are, of 
course, inadequate. He who has principles alone will be vi-
sionary and impractical, a mere idealist and dreamer. But 
methods w1ll come to him who understands principles and who 
is diligent. 11 
White.--tiusiness Management and introduction to Business. 
